
ACADEMIC WRITING STRUCTURE EXAMPLES IN C

Unlike fiction or journalistic writing, the overall structure of academic writing is For example, exclamation points are
rarely used to express a.

Nickerson, R. Academic Writing. The Language The investigation of research problems in the social sciences
is often complex and multi- dimensional. Is this article helpful? More advice and tips on how to write the body
of the text Conclusion In the conclusion you should return to the thesis or problem that you presented in the
introduction. What is a complex sentence? More tips on how to write a discussion Other parts of academic
papers Apart from the parts that are treated in the above sections about the three-part structure and the IMRaD
structure, academic papers also consist of other often quite formalized parts. Discussion The discussion is the
section where you as a writer are the most active and it should be the most substantial section of the entire
paper. Given this, the question you should ask yourself while proofreading is: why begin with a list in the first
place rather than just starting with systematic analysis of each item? The template includes the essential
paragraphs you should include in your Task 2 response. In such cases, the main motivation for a child
becomes fear of disappointing her parents. Consult the meaning of terms in specialized, discipline-specific
dictionaries. Depending on the length of the text, the body may be divided into subsections. At the same time,
all paragraphs should connect to the main topic. A two-sentence introduction should be your goal. Must match
source verbatim word for word Appears between quotation marks " Parents should strive to create an
environment where they can offer caring guidance through open communication. It is the most substantial part
of the text; this is where the research or findings are presented, discussed and analyzed. Common Flaws in
Students' Rsearch Proposals. After you read about each paragraph, look at the sample Task 2 essay
immediately below this section as an example.


